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No. 93702-8 

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

FENTAHUN AMARE, 

Petitioner 

Vs. 

MOHAMED MOHAMUD, et al d/b/a 
WASHINGTON ACCESSIBLE 
TRANSPORTATION, LLC, a 
Washington State Corporation, 

Respondents 
MOHAMUD SHARA WE, d/b/a 
WASHINGTON ACCESSIBLE 
TAXI ASSOCIATION, LLC a 
Washington State Corporation, 

Respondents 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF 

A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Amare Fentahun is the Petitioner, ProSe who is an immigrant from 

Ethiopia. Amare is a family man, who leads a clean and honest life, working very 

hard as he has done throughout his life in pursuit of happiness for his family and 

himself. Petitioner is a victim of heinous crimes who survived attempted murder. 
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B. INTRODUCTION 

Petitioner was one of the three founders of the Washington Accessible 

Taxi, LLC formed on July 3, 2006. The Corporation was known as WAT 

abbreviating its name. The judges have disputed this fact suggesting that all 

corporations use the term W AT as acronym to refer to the program of King 

County's Wheelchair Accessible Taxicab services. Petitioner continues to use the 

word 'Taxi' that the Judges used in references to Washington Accessible Taxi, 

LLC without accepting or agreeing to the wrong designation. 

Taxi, LLC started providing overflow wheelchair accessible taxi services 

to City of Seattle (City) and King County (County) starting 2006. In 2009, King 

County launched a project to determine whether the County should transfer the 

wheelchair accessible taxi services to a private contractor or not. The County 

subsequently selected Taxi, LLC to run the Pilot Project, and monitored the 

effectiveness of Taxi's services. At the end ofthe project, on June 30, 2010, 

County officials were satisfied and decided that private company run the program 

run on a permanent basis. There was no doubt that Taxi would win the contract. 

Petitioner like the rest of the shareholders was excited and enthusiastic about the 

prospect of good business. 

Petitioner, as the founder of Taxi had special interest to make the pilot 

project successful, and so, he worked extra hard often covering the duties of 

others who failed to show up last minute. The dedication of Petitioner and a few 

others made the project very successful, and owing to the success of the Pilot 
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project, the County eventually selected Taxi to run the program. Petitioner felt 

that his hard work, dedication, and enormous sacrifices finally paid off. 

Realizing the potential growth of Taxi, certain individuals led by Am in 

Bouanani (Bouanani), Respondent Omar Hussein (Hussein), and Respondent 

Mohamed Mohamud (Mohamud), an employee of Taxi had a different plan and 

they were conspiring to take over the business of Taxi by excluding Petitioner. 

Petitioner is not from the same nationality as the rest and their desire was to make 

the business family-owned that included relatives and close friends. 

Their schemes to achieve their plan were too bold that even highly 

organized criminals would not dare to do. Not only they removed Petitioner, they 

also embezzled the funds that belonged to Taxi and money owed to L & I, and 

destroying the livelihood of Petitioner. The individuals assisted by a Consultant, 

called Christopher VanDyk (Van Dyke) embezzled funds including the unpaid 

Industrial Insurance Premium estimated per VanDyk about $175,000 (CP-227, 

Exhibit 10-2), and $275,000 (CP-229, Exhibit 11-1). 

Taxi had 16 permanent shareholders (CP- 216, Exhibit 2) none ofwhom 

were removeable per the bylaws of Taxi, LLC. Mohamud formed Transportation, 

LLC on April 23, 2010 (CP-217 Exhibit 3 & CP 220, Exhibit 6). Am in Bouanani 

had tried on numerous occasions to oust Petitioner from the corporation, but he 

could not due to the rules. On 10/08/2008, he tried in vain to oust Petitioner from 

Taxi, LLC (CP-219 Exhibit 5-2). Again, on June 30, 2010, Bouanani dissolved 

the corporation to get rid of Petitioner (CP 218 Exhibit 4) (CP 219 Exhibit 5). He 
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did so without the knowledge and decision of the shareholders. Mohamud formed 

Transportation, LLC with shareholders (CP 220 Exhibit 6 & CP221 Exhibit 7), 

but the company did not qualify for the contract with County because it did not 

have the required two-year experience. Since Transportation, LLC failed to 

materialize, the group led by Hussein formed a company with a trade name of 

Washington Accessible Taxis Associates, LLC (CP-225, Exhibit 9). The list of 

shareholders contained the same individuals Mohamud used to form 

Transportation, LLC (CP-232, Exhibit 11-4 ). However, he corporation that 

Hussein created in 2010 run into the same problem of qualifying for the contract. 

Thus, Hussein using a highly sophisticated scheme, combined the profiles of Taxi, 

LLC, and Associates, LLC (CP-225, Exhibit 9). He submitted RFP acting as if 

Associates, LLC was Taxi, LLC (CP-225, Exhibit 9). Based on that fraudulent 

scheme, Hussein obtained the contract from the County, and nobody discovered. 

Hussein used the list of shareholders that Mohamud created for 

Transportation, which included Mohamud, and Sharawe. Sharawe was totally a 

new and unknown person to the business. He paid Mohamud for the share. 

Hussein had to include Petitioner in the shareholders' list because Petitioner was 

one of the original owner I shareholder of Taxi, which was combined with 

Associates and operated as one Company. Thus, it was in his best interest to 

include Petitioner and remove one of the new comers either Mohamud or 

Sharawe. Mohamud was an employee of Taxi, but Sharawe had no association 

with Taxi. So, Hussein excluded Sharawe. Sharawe was upset losing lots of 
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money. He refused to return the Taxi No 543 that Mohamud gave him. Hussein 

wrote a letter on behalf of Taxi-Associates (CP 233 Exhibit 12-3) confirming the 

rights of Petitioner that he owned Taxicab #543. Sharawe refused falsely claiming 

that the City and County had issued to him Taxi No. 543. The rules states 

otherwise (CP 233 Exhibit 12-4). Petitioner sued to regain his Taxicab No. 543, 

and Sharawe hired Attorney Yoke. 

C. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

The seven-page Unpublished Opinion of the Court of Appeals is riddled 

with inaccuracies, twisted assertions, illogical and wrong interpretations, and 

unrepresentative remarks about the truth and facts. The Opinion served no justice, 

but has done everything to protect the individuals, and associated actors. 

Christopher Van Dyke have changed the dynamics of the original 

shareholders bringing havocs, and confusions to the corporation (Taxi) by 

injecting toxic ideas about dissolving Taxi for the purposes of personal gains. 

Attorney Rocke and VanDyk have played big roles beyond the call of their 

professional duties and capacities. 

The Judges, each ofwhom has s remarkable and rich judicial experiences, 

were in this case no friends to justice. They were determined to serve no justice in 

this case. Substantial amount of money has disappeared, and the victim of 

Respondents is not only Petitioner, but included L & I, King County, City of 

Seattle, and SOS. 
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The wrong and inaccurate assessments and assertions stated under the 

heading 'FACTS' raise serious concerns. The Judges restated the issues 

Petitioner raised, but only to redefined the actual legal questions in manners that 

distorted the issues, thus blocking Petitioner's quest for justice. The Judges failed 

to recognize the fact that Petitioner was a ProSe litigant who needed protection 

from the sophisticated individuals who had vast resources and connections, which 

overwhelmed Petitioner. The Judges allowed Attorney Rockne and Consultant 

Van Dyk to take advantages of Petitioner's situation. The Judges were against 

Petitioner, and the 20 paragraphs of the Opinion full of errors reveal the fact: 

1. "Appellant Fentahun Amare, acting pro set brought claims against 
Respondents Mohamud [Sharawe] and Washington Accessible 
Transportation, LLC, for violation ofCh. 25.05 RCW, the Revised 
Uniform Partnership Act (UPA), unjust enrichment, breach of contract, 
fraud, misrepresentation, and negligent misrepresentation." (Opinion, p. 1) 

2. "On June 30, 2010, one of Taxi's members, Am in [Bouanani], dissolved 
Taxi. It did not apply for the contract." 

3. "Another former member of Taxi, Hussein submitted a proposal under his 
similarly named company, Washington Accessible Taxi Associates, LLC, 
(Associates). According to Amare, Hussein offered him a share in the new 
company, but later told him that he had given Amare's share to respondent 
Mohamud W. [Sharawe]." (Opinion, p. 2) 

4. "The record contains a declaration signed by two individual members of 
Associates, explaining that they invited [Sharawe] to replace Amare as a 
member of Associates and that he agreed to "be a co-owner of yellow cab 
#543" with Amare if Associates won." (Opinion, p. 2) 

5. "The record contains a declaration signed by two individual members of 
Associates, explaining that they invited [Sharawe] to replace Amare as a 
member of Associates and that he agreed to "be a co-owner of yellow cab 
#543" with Amare if Associates won." (Opinion, p. 2) 
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6. "[Sharawe] further agreed to purchase the vehicle and bear ail related 
expenses. Amare was "required" to pay for the computer, camera, dispatch 
radio and a Taxi meter.3 Id." (Opinion, p. 3) 

7. "The declaration was signed by Elias [Shifaw] and OmarA. Hussein. A 
space for a signature by Tadesse Asefa also appeared without a signature. 
We note that Hussein later recanted the declaration indicating that he 
signed it under pressure from Amare." (Opinion, Footnote 2. p.3) 

8. "We note that Amare nowhere alleges that he fulfilled his purported 
obligations under the alleged agreement." (Opinion, Footnote 3. p.3) 

9. "Four of Amare's five assignments of error pertain to the trial court's 
"fail[ ure] to rule" that the actions of Amin Bouanani, Mohamed 
Mohamud, Omar Hussein, and Christopher Van Dyk, were illegal and 
unlawful. But Amare did not bring claims against these persons; none of 
them are named as parties to this lawsuit, nor is there evidence in the
record that they were ever added or served with a summons and 
complaint. Proper service of a summons and complaint is essential to 
invoke personal jurisdiction over a patty. Allstate Ins. Co. v. Khani, 75 
Wn. App. 317, 324t 877 P.2d 724 (1994). Accordingly we do not consider 
these claims of error. In addition, because Amare fails to assign error or 
make any argument regarding the trial court's dismissal of his claims 
against Transportation, we do not consider his appeal of that order." 
(Opinion, Footnote 4. p.3) 

10. "[Sharawe], he specifically claims the "court erred by failing to rule that ... 
[Sharawe], falsified declaration and testimony under oath that he obtained 
license directly from the City and Br. of Appellant at 4. He does not 
specifically assign error to the trial court order granting summary 
judgment dismissing his claims for violation of the Uniform Partnership 
Act, unjust enrichment, breach of contract, fraud, misrepresentation and 
negligent misrepresentation. Nor does he indicate with any specificity that 
disputed issues of material fact exist as to each element of his various 
claims." (Opinion, p. 4) 

11. "We review summary judgment orders de novo. Lunsford v. Saberhagen 
Holdings, Inc., 166 Wn.2d 264,270,208 P.3d 1092 (2009). We consider 
facts and reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the 
nonmoving party. McNabb v. Dep't ofCorrs.t 163 Wn.2d 393, 397, 180 
P.3d 1257 (2008). Summary judgment is appropriate only if "the 
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as 
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to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law." CR 56( c)." (Opinion, p. 4) 

12. "To the extent Amare assigns error to the trial court's failure to find that 
Sharawe committed fraud and fraudulent and/or negligent 
misrepresentation when he represented that he obtained his Taxi license 
"directly from the City and County," the claim is without merit.5 Brief of 
Appellant at 4. Amare does not explain how Sharawe intended him to rely 
on this alleged misrepresentation, or how he, in fact, did so. Thus, he 
cannot show that there exists a material issue of fact sufficient to defeat 
summary judgment on these claims." (Opinion, p. 5) 

13. "In addition, the record before us is devoid of evidence that [Sharawe] 
made any representations at all directly to Amare, let alone one that was 
knowingly false, material, and made with the intent to have Amare rely 
upon it to his detriment." (Opinion, p. 6) 

14. "Sharawe's declaration asserts that prior to commencement of this 
litigation he had no interaction at all with Amare. CP at 77-78. Amare 
does not dispute this as he conceded in response to interrogatories that he 
has "not communicated directly in writing or orally with Defendant 
Mohamud Sharawe.' CP at 76." (Opinion, p.6) 

15. "Similarly, Amare has failed to establish an issue of fact as to the elements 
of a claim against Sharawe for violation of the UPA breach of contract, or 
unjust enrichment6." (Opinion, p. 6) 

16. "Even viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to Amare, at most, 
it shows only an agreement between Sharawe and Associates but not 
between [Sharawe] and Amare. Nor is there evidence that either 
[Sharawe] or Amare engaged in any conduct indicating that they intended 
to carry on as co- owners. Thus, the trial court properly dismissed Amare's 
contract and UPA" (Opinion, p. 6) 

17. "The elements of fraud include: ( 1) representation of an existing fact; (2) 
materiality; (3) falsity; ( 4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) intent 
of the speaker that it should be acted on by the plaintiff; (6) plaintiff's 
ignorance of its falsity; (7) plaintiff's reliance upon the truth of the 
representation; (8) plaintiffs right to rely upon it; and (9) damages suffered 
by the plaintiff. Stiley v. Block, 130 Wn.2d 486, 505, 925 P.2d 194 (1996) 
(citing Hoffer v. State, 110 Wn.2d 415,425,755 P.2d 781 adhered to on 
reconsideration (1989)." (Opinion, Footnote 5, p. 5) 
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18. "Thus, the trial court properly dismissed Amare's contract and UPA" 
(Opinion, p. 6). 

19. "To establish a partnership Amare bears the burden of proving that he and 
[Sharawe] "[carried] on as co-owners a business for profit[.]" RCW 
25.05.055 (1). "Whether evidenced by an express agreement between the 
parties or implied from the surrounding circumstances, '(t)he existence of 
a partnership depends upon the intention of the parties." Kintz v. Read, 28 
Wn. App. 731,734,626 P.2d 52 (1981) (quoting in re Estate ofThomton, 
81 Wn.2d 72, 79,499 P.2d 864 (1992))." (Opinion, Footnote 6, p. 6) 

20. "In addition, because Amare fails to assign error or make any argument 
regarding the trial court's dismissal of his claims against Transportation, 
we do not consider his appeal of that order." (Opinion, Footnote 4, p. 3). 

"We conclude the trial court did not err in granting summary judgment to 
Transportation and [Sharawe]." (Opinion, p. 7) 

The above 20 points were taken from the paragraphs and footnotes of the 

Unpublished Opinion. They contained statements that were the bases for the final 

decision. However, the assertions were fundamentally wrong and do not support 

the decisions made. The fact on the record (CP-225, Exhibit 9) derails the entire 

assertions of the Judges, and it forces the ruling to fall apart. Therefore, the 

Unpublished Opinion raises questions about the wisdom of the Judges. 

D. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

It is appropriate to suggest that the Judges of the lower court knew about 

the activities of Respondents, and the nature ofthe corporations they created and 

run. Thus, it is fair to assume and presume that the Judged knew what was wrong 

and what was right from all the documents they reviewed to reach a conclusion. 

Therefore, the knowledge and understanding of the Judges about the 
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issues would not be questioned. However, the idea that the Judges knew about the 

truth, and about the roles and activities of Respondents and their associates, 

including those of the Attorney and Agent would be correct. The truth of the 

matter is that the Judges who reviewed the roles and activities of Respondents and 

their associates have elected to undermined and ignored the issues that Petitioner 

raised. To create firm understanding about the roles of Respondents, and the 

nature of the corporations, how, why, and when the three corporation were 

created, Petitioner presents facts and describe the matters in detail that the Judges 

misconstrued. 

1 Facts the Court of Appeals Misconstrued 

The Judges of the Court of Appeals have completely distorted the nature 

of the businesses of 1) Petitioner, Fentahun Amare (Petitioner), 2) Respondents, 

Mohamed Mohamud (Mohamud), and 3) Mohamud Sharawe (Sharawe), and 

Respondent Omar Hussein (Hussein). The corporations include: 1. Washington 

Accessible Taxi, LLC, formed by Petitioner and two others, and corporations 

formed fraudulently, 2) Washington Accessible Transportation, LLC formed by 

Mohamud, and 3. Washington Accessible Taxis Associates, LLC formed by 

Omar Hussein and Mohamud Sharawe among others as shareholders. The last two 

corporations were not qualified to do business with King County to provide 

wheelchair accessible taxi services. They were established recently and did not 

have the two-year experiences. 
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Despite these facts, the Judges gave Respondents undeserving and unjust 

credence and legitimacy to their fraudulent businesses and questionable 

existences. The Judges have distorted the facts ofthe records, shrugging and 

undermining the legal issues raised. It is necessary to establish the facts about the 

three corporations, including the Actor, Christopher Van Dyke who caused chaos 

to a successful corporation by influencing, facilitating, and encouraging 

shareholders to commit unlawful and illegal acts against Petitioner, and against 

the interests of the public agencies, which include City of Seattle (Seattle), King 

County (County), Secretary of the State (SOS), and L & I. The Actors have 

caused the breakdown of a successful corporation, Taxi. 

2. Washington Accessible TAXI, LLC. 

Petitioner, Respondent Hussein, and Sellam formed a corporation on July 

3, 2006 with trade name, Washington Accessible Taxi, LLC. (CP-215, Exhibit 1) 

As is the tradition, shareholders referred to Washington Accessible Taxi, 

LLC. as WAT abbreviating the three words. The Judges have wrongly concluded 

that 'WA T' is an acronym used by all corporations. They asserted that the name 

W AT was used by all three corporation to refer to the "Wheelchair Accessible 

Taxicab" program ofthe County. The assertion was misleading and completely 

wrong. Agencies referred to Washington Accessible Taxi, LLC, as W AT, not 

Taxi as the Judges suggested. Exhibit 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 among many others 

show that agencies referred to the Taxi, LLC as W AT, referring to its trade name, 

Washington Accessible Taxi, LLC. The Judges ignored these fact, which would 
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overshadow the real reason why the owners of the fraudulent corporations used 

the name WA T. Using trade name that has similarity with an existing corporation 

is a violation. The law prohibits companies from using similar trade names 

especially when they are in the same industry and doing same kind of business. 

That is what Respondents did in violations of the State laws. 

The Judges ignoring the legal issues mentioned above, and suggested new 

names that none of the owners used before. The action served the purpose of 

legitimizing the fraudulent corporations and legalizing the illegal practices. The 

assertion of the Judges has serious negative impacts to the case. It overshadows 

and minimizes the legal arguments and position of Petitioner using the proofs of 

fraud, perjury, and arrays of illegal and unlawful practices of Respondents. 

Thus, Petitioner used the same designations the Judges assigned without 

accepting or acknowledging the wrong interpretation, misunderstanding, and 

wrong suggestion ofthe Judges (Opinion, Footnote 1, p. 2). 

Washington Accessible Taxi (Taxi) was formed to provide wheelchair 

accessible taxi services to City of Seattle (City) and King County (County). 

Starting in 2006, Taxi provided services handling overflow taxi services of the 

County's wheelchair accessible Taxi program. The services continued until the 

County decided to launch a Pilot Project in 2009 to help the County determine 

whether it should use private contractor to provide the wheelchair accessible Taxi 

services on a permanent basis. 
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None of the Corporations owned and established by Respondents 

Mohamud (Transportation, LLC), and Hussein-Sharawe (Associates, LLC) 

existed until after April23, 2010. They did not exist to participate in the overflow 

or the Pilot Project. When the County decided to announce bid for the 2011 

contract to provide wheelchair accessible taxi services, both Corporations formed 

in 2010 did not have the required two-year experience and both did not qualify. 

Taxi had done a remarkable job in the Pilot Project, which was completed 

on June 30, 2010. The County Officials were pleased, and it was based on the 

success of the Pilot Project, that they decided to have the wheelchair taxicab 

services run by private Contractor. Taxi was expected to win the new contract. 

Taxi was theoretically dissolved on June 30, 2009. Transportation did not 

qualify. Thus, owner/founder of Associates, LLC, Hussein submitted a Report for 

Proposal (RFP) (CP-225, Exhibit 9, CP- 216, Exhibit 2). The Exhibits showed 

that Hussein applied on behalf of Taxi combining it with Associates. There was 

no contract between the Taxi and Associates to take such undertaking together. 

However, Hussein provided false info to the County when he submitted RFP. He 

claimed that Associates, LLC (W AT) was formed on July 3, 2006. Taxi, LLC, not 

Associates, LLC was formed on July 3, 2006. Thus, in effect, Taxi, not Associates 

was granted the contract, even though Hussein deceived the County acting as if 

his company was Taxi (W AT), which the County official were familiar with. It 

was this fraudulent scheme of Respondents Hussein and by association Sharawe 

that the Judges refused to acknowledge. 
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The Judges declined to examine the records to determine whether the 

shareholders of Associates acting as if owner of W AT was true or a hoax. Judges 

wrongly concluded that Taxi did not apply. The Judges made assertion that 

blocked justice. Taxi was the Corporation that won the contract since the 

company listed on the RFP was W AT (Taxi) formed on July 3, 2006. No other 

corporation existed by the name WAT. The reason was clear, and that was 

because Associates did not qualify by itself, and so, Hussein used the profile of 

Taxi, LLC (CP-225, Exhibit 9) to qualify for the RFP contract. This fact was the 

deciding factor, and it was this factor that the Judges missed. 

3. Washington Accessible TRANSPORTATION, LLC. 

Respondent Mohamed Mohamud (Mohamud) was an employee of Taxi 

starting from 2006. Mohamud worked as Dispatcher first, and later he worked as 

Contract Manager. He was not a shareholder of Taxi, LLC. While he was still an 

employee of Taxi, on April23, 2010, he secretly formed a company with a trade 

name, Washington Accessible Transportation, LLC (Transportation) (CP-217, 

Exhibit 3). Per his declaration (CP-222 Exhibit 8-1, CP 223 Exhibit 8-2, and CP 

224, Exhibit 8-3), he started his own company to do the same type of business 

like his employer Taxi was doing providing wheelchair accessible taxi services to 

the client of Taxi (CP-217, Exhibit 3). By running a similar type of business 

disregarding the serious legal question of conflict of interests, he committed 

arrays of laws. The Judges did not find these violations substantial and 'material 

facts' that raise legal issues to be resolved. The Judges did not see any legal issues 
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that would compel the Court to retain the case, and prevent the dismissal of the 

case. 

About two months after Transportation was formed, on June 30,2010 an 

individual by name Amin Bouanani, a close friend of Respondent Mohamud 

dissolved Taxi. He had no authorization, and the Board (Shareholders) had made 

no discussion and decision at all to close the most successful company (CP-219, 

Exhibit 5). 

The shareholders of Transportation included shareholders of Taxi plus 

new shareholders, himself Mohamud and Sharawe (CP-221, Exhibit 7). Petitioner 

was excluded and his name did not appear in the list of shareholders. 

4. Washington Accessible Taxis ASSOCIATES, LLC. 

Hussein formed another company with trade name Washington Accessible 

Taxis Associates, LLC (Associates), (CP-225, Exhibit 9). Associates, LLC like 

Transportation LLC was formed in 2010. However, the date of establishment was 

different in all records including in the RFP submitted to the County. Hussein run 

into same problem, lack of two-year experience to qualify for contract. To 

overcome the requirement of qualification, Hussein submitted RFP to King 

County on behalfofTaxi (WAT) formed on July 3, 2006 (CP-225, Exhibit 9). 

Not only the name W AT, the same phone and address of Taxi was used in the 

form. The list of shareholder included Petitioner. Later, Hussein replaced 

Petitioner with Sharawe after Sharawe paid a hefty amount legal fees to retain 

Attorney Rocke. The Attorney made Hussein to alter his testimony, and the 
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Judges asserted that Petitioner pressured Hussein to write the declaration. The 

Judges altered the exact reason Hussein gave for changing his declaration. 

However, what Hussein wrote was the fact, which reflect the bylaws or the 

provision of the corporation that would not change whether the testimony 

changed or not. 

5. ASSOCIATES Connection with Respondent SHARA WE 

Respondent Mohamed Mohamud (Mohamud) had included, Hussein, 

Sharawe, and himself along with the former shareholders of Taxi, LLC except 

Petitioner (CP-221, Exhibit 7). Since Sharawe was a new comer, it was clear that 

Sharawe paid substantial fees to acquire an existing share that belonged to 

Petitioner. Thus, Sharawe who was new obtained a share illegally. Mohamud and 

Hussein must have benefited from this under the table deal. Transportation, LLC 

did not materialize for reason described above, being a brand-new company, it did 

not qualify for the wheelchair accessible taxi services contract. Respondent 

Hussein used the same list of shareholders that Mohamud created to form 

Transportation. 

Hussein used Taxi, LLC in combination with the Associates, LLC to 

qualify for the contract. Because he used the profile of Taxi, he was obligated to 

include Petitioner in the list of shareholders because Petitioner was the 

founder/shareholder of Taxi, LLC. There were 16 shareholders, and Hussein had 

to exclude Sharawe. Sharawe claimed that he had invested/paid substantial money 

to obtain the Taxicab No. 543, which legally belonged to Petitioner since 2006. 
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Sharawe falsely claimed that the City and County issued to him the license of 

Taxi #543. Hussein aware that Petitioner operated Taxi number 543 since 2006, 

wrote on behalf of the Corporation that Sharawe was unlawfully possessing Taxi 

Number 543 that belonged to Petitioner (Exhibit 13). Therefore, contrary to facts 

as the Exhibits showed, the Judges declared that Taxi did not apply for the 

Contract. Taxi had applied, and Taxi was the corporation that was granted the 

contract because it was W AT (Taxi), which was formed on July 3, 2006 that the 

County awarded the contract. This fact makes every defense of each and all 

Respondents (Mohamud, Hussein, and Sharawe (shareholders ofTransportation 

and Associates) fall apart, and the ruling of the Trial Court and Court of Appeals. 

6. VAN DYK- TRANSPORTATION, ASSOCIATES- SHARA WE 

Washington Accessible Taxi, LLC (TAXI) was composed of immigrants 

with little or no knowledge about running Corporations. Taxi hired Christopher 

VanDyk (VanDyk), who boasted vast experiences, resources, and connections in 

the areas of transportation. VanDyk promised to obtain contracts and resolve its 

unpaid insurance premium fees to L & I. Before too long, shareholders found out 

that VanDyk was good for nothing, and his background was not that impressive. 

VanDyk was a dangerous person who caused frictions among shareholders. Van 

Dyk was hired to deal with the external problems. VanDyk was expected to be 

neutral in the internal matter of shareholders, taking sides supporting or favoring 

one against another. His duty was to give advice to the corporation not to 

individuals. VanDyk did completely the opposite. He favored Mohamud who 
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was not a shareholder, and Hussein. In doing so, he exasperated differences and 

conflicts, and benefited from them. VanDyk antagonized others defending 

Mohamud (Transportation, LLC). He threatened Petitioner writing endless emails. 

In one email, he wrote: 

"VanDyk to Sium, October 10,2013 
"The Department of Labor & Industries has asserted a claim, 

against the Taxi LLC, for unpaid industrial insurance premium in years 
2009 and 2010, for some $275,000. Indeed, I had asked certain of the 
former partners to meet me, over dinner, to celebrate resolution of that 
matter, that evening." (CP-229, Exhibit 11-1 ). 

VanDyk resolved the problem with L & I, and asked shareholders to celebrate the 

victory with him. He celebrated with Mohamud, Bouanani, and Hussein. What 

concerned Petitioner was the disappearance of the fund owed to L & I. 

Van Dyk wrote threatening Petitioner that his lawsuit was a harassment against 

his clients. He wrote contradictory statements in his emails and declarations. He 

spoke against Sharawe changing his position after Sharawe agreed to pay legal 

fees ($15,000?) to retain Rocke to secure a share with Taxi-Associates. 

"As you are fully aware, the City of Seattle and King County 
continued the project, based on the pilot project success, at the same time 
disallowing many of the individuals, who had brought about that success, 
from participating in the continuing project." (CP-229, Exhibit 11-1). 

"Furthermore, I also pointed out to you that your case against 
defendant Sharawe is not ripe; defendant has not been granted any 
'ownership' interest in a Taxi license, nor will he ever be. Taxi licenses 
are just that, and no more; ... " (CP-229, Exhibit 11-1). 

"Washington Accessible Taxis LLC, a partnership that was 
formally dissolved June 30, 20 I 0. (Attached, Exhibit A) Mohammed 
Mohamud was a Partner in both partnership, there were at least fifteen 
other members, in each LLC. I was a regulatory affairs advisor and 
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consultant to Washington Accessible Taxis LLC, and have assisted with 
the on going wrap up of their affairs. Accordingly, Mr. Mohamud, on 
behalf of Washington Accessible Transportation LLC, forwarded the 
Summons to me." 

"I am not an Attorney, and I do not practice law. My consulting 
clients are fully aware of this. I have, however, coordinated litigation on 
behalf of numerous clients. My work with Washington Accessible Taxis 
LLC, specifically, was as a transportation consultant on Labor & 
Industries and other regulatory matters, assisting Mr. Henry Aronson, their 
pro bono legal counsel, with his work organizing the group of Taxi 
operators to serve King County's disabled community." (CP-227, Exhibit 
10-2) 

VanDyk indicated his roles dissolving Taxi. Taxi was not formally dissolved as 

VanDyk stated. Mohamud was an employee of Taxi, not a shareholder. The 

Courts accepted these critical errors and dismissed Petitioner's case. Van Dyk 

spoke highly of himself, often criticizing the justice system how corrupt it is. The 

Trial Court and the Judges of the Court of Appeal did not discredit the testimonies 

of VanDyk. Instead, they rejected Petitioner's objections to VanDyk's worthless 

testimonies. Van Dyk implicated many other authorities with whom he often 

claimed doing business to cover up his own scam. 

E. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Petitioner was one of the founder/shareholder of Taxi, LLC formed in 

2006. His Taxicab No. was 543. The County awarded Taxi, LLC the wheelchair 

accessible taxi services contract for 2011 following the successful completion of 

the Pilot Project in 2010. Hussein, who acted on behalf of Associates, LLC 

submitted the bid using the profile of Taxi (CP-225, Exhibit 9). Thus, Petitioner is 

legally and technically a shareholder of Taxi, LLC. 
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F. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

Mohamud, Bouanani, Hussein, Sharawe, and VanDyk have embezzled 

funds and committed arrays of illegal actions. Through these schemes, 

Respondents have robbed the fruits ofthe hard work of Petitioner. They have 

embezzled funds that belong to the Taxi, LLC and L & I. The Courts overlooked 

these crimes. Bouanani dissolved Taxi in violation ofRCW 25.15.270. Hussein 

submitted falsified documents to King County in violation ofRCW 9A.28.040, 

RCW 9A.60.020, RCW 9A.60.050, RCW 9A.60.040, RCW 18.130.200, and 

RCW 9A.60.020, and misrepresented Petitioner's profile in violation of RCW 

18.130.200, and RCW 25.15.010. 

F. CONCLUSION 

Petitioner was a victim of numerous violations of his rights. He is a victim 

of attempted assassination, unlawfully evicted from his public residence where he 

lived for many years. He believes all these actions against him and family relate 

to this case. Plaintiff prays for judgment against Respondents for compensatory 

and punitive damages, for loss of income, mental and emotional distress, pain and 

suffering, the amount that the Court deems just and equitable to punish and deter 

Respondents from similar malicious acts in the future. 

Dated this lOth day ofNovember, 2016. 

PETITIONER AMARE'S BRIEF 

Respectfully submitted, 

Fentahun Amare, ProSe Petitioner 
2026 S. Main St. #3 Seattle, W A 98144 

Email: fentahun@vahoo.corn 
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EXHIBIT A 

• Drlv«N.me 

1 Omar Abdullah! Huuelr) 

2 Mustafa Fooe Ges 

3 Amfn Ahmed Shlfow 
4 Ahmed Nur Ibrahim 
5 Abdulahl Sheikh Oahlr 

8 Mohamed Mohamud Safe 
7 AI Mohammed Adam 

8 Muhumm8d Hale8n Aden 
9 Sharnludln Herll Mouea 
10 Abdideq Mohemoud Flrin 

11 AI Osman Abdl 
12 Mohamed Aden Mohamud 

13 Geftl Abdlrahman All 

14 Mohamud Wasuge Shalawe 
15 Mohd Ejaz Khan 

CP221 

(Reviled by Addendum 8) RFP 1036-10RLD 
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Primary Driver Group Sheet 

Data of Birth For-Hire Number 

11120164 10157 

12117192 10280 

06125170 9858 

o1101ne 11852 

o1101ne 12-tn 

01101no 12&49 

08114J06 10557 
071041SS 12027 

01101n2 10759 

04123178 12365 

02125184 11244 

01/01180 12272 

01101n3 11on 

01/01154 '12734 

09101182 8707 
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ti King County 

METRO 
Metro 1'r8Mft Dlvi8lon 
Acceulble Sent'Jce. 
Department of Transportation 
EXC-Tit-1240 
821 2nd Avenue, Sub 1240 
Seattle, WA 98104--1598 
208-205-A78 FIX 206-205-6490 
m R.elay: 111 

September 22, 2010 

WATT echnical Evaluation Corrvn1ttee 
David Leach, Manager 
401 5t11 Avenue, Suite 0300 

· Seattle, WA98104 

RE: Washington Acoessible Taxis 

5i 

Washington Accessible Taxis (WAT) worked with King County's Accessible Sef'Vices on 
a wheelchair accessi>Je taxicab pRot project between September 2007 and June 2010. 
The drivers were to work together to develop a prOfitable business. They also were to 
contribute equally to the major expenses, decisions, and costs of operating the vehicles 
and business In a mutually agreed upon fashion. 

The WAT group of drivers demonstrated that they had the necessary skills, traJning and 
experience to provide accountable, high quality service to wheelchair dependant 
passengers. 

WAT's experience, In 1he pilot project, demonstrated that It was economically feasible to 
provide accessible taxicab service, on demand, In the city of Seattfe including limited 
portions of King County. 
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Driver Group Information 

Driver Group Name: 

Business Address: 
City: 

Cell Phone Number: 

e-mail address: 

Driver Group Manager: 

Lead Driver Rqn-esentatives: 

Consultants: 

Washington Accessible Taxis 

PMB 1463 E. Republican St #34A 
Seattle, WA 98112 

206-25().. 7512 

lcamalsb.ifow@hotmail.com 

Kamal Shifow 

Omar Hussein, 206-371-1858 
Fentahun Amarc, 206-579-6561 

Krista Camenzind, 206-799-9844 
Henry M. Aronson, 206-623-7834 

If members of the Drive Group prove diffiCUlt to contact, please feel free to call one 
of the consultants. 

Wasbingtoo Accessible Taxis 
RFP 05-147 PR 
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Washington Accessible Taxis 
Kamal Shifow 
PMB 1463 E. Republican Street #34A 
Seattle. WA 98112 

Thursday, February 09,2006 

Dear Mr. Shifow, 

Thank you for choosing Top Notch Insurance Solutions for your business needs. 

Following my phone conversation with Mr. AI Pelton of King County Metro and in 
response to Insurance Requirements, Section 5.2 of King County WAT Pilot 
Demonstration Project. I would like to inform you that we are confident that you will be 
offered insurance coverage from an admitted Insurance company in accordance with 
King County guidelines. 

Again. thank you for choosing Top Notch Insmance Solutions. We can be reached at 
206-264-6267. When you call, please ask us about discounts offered by Safeco to their 
policy holders on Auto, Motorcycle, Boat and ·even small business coverage. 
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2010 DRAFT REVISION: CONFIDENTIAL 

V. FORMATION OPTBECOMPANY 

A. Fmmatioo. The Company was 10rmcd on July 3, 2006, wbcn the Certificate ofFormation 
was executed and filed with the ofticc of 1bc Seaetary of State in aecordaJK:c with the Act. 

B. ~ The name of the Company is "'W•hington Accessible Taxis Associates J.LC" (also 
known as "W AT"). 

c. Principal Place ofBmipr:m The priDcipel place of business of the Company: 2314 East 
Union~ Suite '1J13I Scatdc, Washington 98122. The Company may locate its places of 
business at any other place or places as 1bc Membets of the Company deem advisable. 

D. Registeml Agent. Tbc Company's registered agent and its con1aCt information is: 

OmarA. Hussein 
2314 East Qnion snct, Suite 203 
Seattle, Washington 98122. 

The Company may cbange its registered agent by filing an amendment to the Certi1k:ate of 
Formmon. 

E. ~The Term of the Company shall be perpetuaJ, unless the~ is dissolved in 
acrordancc with this Agn:cmc:ot or other applicable laws. 7Jis.so 1 .. -k In\ r-. (~$ r. 3' '<I .37 ~ 7 .a. 

VL BlJSINESSOPTBE COMPANY 
~h. t/1 p-IfY1-/ft:J, 

The husint:S!S of the Company shall be to (1) camy on any law1b1 business or activity that 
may be conducted by a limited liability 0""1181lY organiz.ld under the Act; and (2) to cxcrclse all 
other powers necessary to or reasouabJ:y .IXIftiiCded with 1be Company's business that may be 
legally exercised by limited liability companies under the Act. 

VIL NAMESANDADDRESSESOFTBEMEMBERS 

The IIIIIDCS md llddmlscs oftbc Company Members are set forth in the execution of 
Section xxn of 'Ibis Agramc:Dt, and as amended or restated fiom time to time. 

Page6of7l 
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Ia/ 
1~" ~ " - '"":\:r :' ~I \' : 

~-~_.-·-·~~ . " 

Pebnwy 8111
, 2006 

To; Washington Acceaible Taxis 

From; . Orange Cab Dispatch] 

Orange Cab is amenable to and willing to provide dispatch and related services to 

and/or far Washington Accessible Taxis. 

~--:-D-~ 
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Agreement ORIGINAL 
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSffiLE TAXICAB 

PROJECT 

Between 

KING COUNTY 

and 

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSmLE TAXIS (WA T) 

Kina County CXIlllr'ICt will be Jbaded in put by a WtlhiiJaloa SCale ~ ofTrlllllpCX1:IIioa (WSDOT) Specill Noedl Onmt 
wsoor JballllOI be •1*11 to my sublt&l-

I srmDAn- --15,- I ~::=--
~------------J M.S.EXC-PJ.OI7t 

P:'D5 WAT llnlll tdlld CIDC.doc: 
Last ptWIIId llt'1312008 1:21 :00 PM 

lllcloolp lluildla& t" ADcr 
121-Aw 

Saolle. WA 9111M-l598 
(INI84-da 
Qllll.._IGPA.X 
C~N~-.omo 

Sr. Buyv • Paul C. Rwssell C.P .M. CPPB 
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Xhtl:llf If 

1<0 2010 DRAFT REVISION: CONFIDENTIAL 

IlL MISSION STATEMENT 

Washington Ac<:essible Taxis Associates (the Company) strives to provide the highest 
quality on-demaud taxi service and contract transportation service available to people with 
disabilities in King County. The Company strives for 100% percent customer satisfaction. for a 
safe working and riding eovironme:nt for drivers and pessengcn, to attract and retain high quality 
drivers, and to nm an ethical and financially healthy business. 

IV. BACKGROUND 

Washington Accessible Taxis AsaociatesU.C (the Company) provides on-demand, 
scheduled, and contracted taxi service to people with disabilities throughout King County. W AT 
began operations in September of2006 as part of King County's Wheelchair Accessible Taxi 
pilot project to provide on-demand taxi service for people in wbcclc:bahs. Key to the Company's 
success is its unique approach to the taxi business: 16 driver-owners ("Members") nm the 
Company cooperatiwly, beuefibng from CCOI100lia of scale that have allowed for lower 
ii1Sl.ll8J1Ce rates, readily available substitute drivers, lower administrative costs. and the ability to 
contract with other disabled peoples' service providea. 

The Company bas been refining its operations since its inception - including negotiating 
rates and eontracts. setting common rules and expectations for its drivers. and distributing costs 
through a common fund or through special assessmeats. The Company Members have invested 
a significant amount of time and money in the Company; 8Dd have collectively developed 
regular procedures 8Dd Member expectations for the successfUl operation of the Company. At 
this juncture. the Company Members wisb document these proccdurcs and expectations. 

Page5of7l 
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l. Wheelchair Accessible Taxicab Operation Plan 

Complewd Driver Report Forma and copies of For-Bini Liceoscs for cac:h of the 
16 driver:l in Wubingtoo ~blc Taxis aro 1iated below and auacihed aa 
Appendix A. (Merisb indicate designated primary driven to whom licemes 
will be iasucd.) 

I. Khadar M. Abdi 
2. Fentahun Amare • 
3. Amin M. Boulnan.i 
4. BileBudul 
s. Salah F. Dodi • 
6. Tadeasc A. Felekc • 
7. Mustafa F. Ges 
8. OmarA. HllSICin • 
9. Ahmed Nur Ibrahim • 
10. Domclash Jcmbere 
II. TilahuD A. Mesbesha 
12. Saki A. Mobamoud • 
13. Ali A. Muhidin 
14. Camel SeUam • 
lS. Kamal Shifow • 
16. Daud Jeile Wehlie 

Camel Scllam., 1998. Olarge: bolding a car roc over 24 bouB, Finding: 
NotOuihy. 
1999, Charge: barusmcnt, Findins: Not Guilty. 

1.3 Have all of the driym 1!""""4 tba Rep; F.!!fHih S!Q!Ia Test? 

Yes, u cvidaK:ed by the filet tbat each of the 16 divers holds a For-H'n liccloac, 
tbo granting of which wu ocnditioDcd Oll J*I8ISe of the Basic Eqlilb Sldlls 
Test Copies of the For-Hire liccnsea of all 16 drivcn am be fOllDd in AppcDdix 
A. Because the King County Businas Lic::eosca Oflke docs not retain Eagliab 
Sicilia Test ac:orea for more than two (2) yean, we were not able to obtain scorca 
for mauy of the memben of Washington ~ole Taxis. 

Wasbingtoo Accessible Taxis 
RFP 05-147 PR 4 
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EXHIBIT A 

• DrtverName 

1 Omar Abdullahi Hussein 

2 Mustafa Foos Gee 
3 Amln Ahmed Shifow 
4 Ahmed Nur Ibrahim 
5 Abdullah! Sheikh Dahlr 

6 Mohamed Mohamud Safe 
7 All Mohammed Adam 

8 Muhummad Hassan Aden 

9 Shamsudin Her8i Mousa 

10 Abdideq Mohamoud Firin 

11 Ali Osman Abdl 

12 Mohamed Aden Mohamud 
13 Gertl Abdlrahman AI 
14 Mohamud Wasuge Sharawe 
15 Mohd Ejaz Khan 

(Revised by Addendum 8) RFP 1036-10RLD 
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Primary Driver Group Sheet 

o.t.ofBirth Few-Hire Number 

11120164 10157 

12/17192 10280 

08125170 9858 
01101ne 11652 
01101ne 12472 

01101no 12849 

08114166 10557 

07104155 12027 

01/01n2 10759 

04123178 12365 

02125184 11244 
01/01/80 12272 

01/01n3 11072 

01/01154 '12734 

09/01182 8707 
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WASHINGTON ACCESSIBLE TAXIS 

Re: Account Update 

2314 East Union Street, Seattle WA 98122 
Phone (206) 325-0280 Fax: (206) 328-6605 

watseattle@hotmail.com 

10/08/2008 

I 

Please add Mohamed Mohamud and delete Fentahun Amare effective toda~:october 
10,2008. i 

Sincerely, 

___ '3f)tl!)/ /-(fikf)t~tWfA/1, 
Amin Bouanani 

General Mgr. 
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Corporation Detail 
Nt!ither the State of Washin.gton nor any agency·, officer, or employee of the State of 
Washington w.rrranb> the accuracy, reliability, or timeliness of any information in the PubUc 
~System and shall not be liable for any losses cawred by such l'eliance on the aw:tracy, 
reliability, or tiDlel.iness of such information. While every effort ill made to ensure the 
au:::uracy of this information, portions may be incorrect or not current. Any person or Pmity 
who relies ou information obtained from the Sy!rtem does so at hi& or her own risk. 

WASHINGTON ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORTATION LLC 

UHINumoor 

Category 

Actrve/T nacttve 

State Of incorporation 

WA Filing l>ate 

Expiration Date 

Inactive Date 

Duration 

Registered Agent Information 

Agc\ntName 

Address 

City 

State 

ZIP 

Special Address Information 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip 

Governing Persoos 

CP217 

603011914 

I.LC 

Active 

WA 

04/23/2010 

04/30/2013 

Perpetual 

MOHAMED MOHAMUD 

6951 MARTIN UJTIIER KING 
JRWAY 
SSTF.2o8 

SBA'I'l'LE 

WA 

981183545 

&417 RAINIER PL S 

SEATI'LK 

WA 

98n846o7 
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FILED I 
15 JAN 28 ft.N.1002 

KING COUNTY 
SUPERIOR COURT CLEF 

E-FILED 
CASL NUMUIH t:~?-37476-: 

IN THe SUPERIOR COURT OF TI IE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
COL'NTY OF KINO 

FANT AIJUN AMARE, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

MOHAMUD SHARA WE and JANE OOE 
SHARA WF. individually and their marital 
community, and W ASH1N(lTON 
ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORTATION 
L.L.C. (dlbla W.A.T.). a Washington 
corporation. 

Oefendant.c;. 

Case No.: 13-2-32479-2 SI!A 

1>1-:CLARA TlON OF MOHAMUD 
SHARA WE rN SUPPORT OF 
MO'riON FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 

Mohamud Sharawe, pursuant to the laws of perjury for the State of Washington, 

hereby declares as follows: 

1. I am one of the defendants in this mancr. I am o\'cr the age of eighteen 

and competent to testify regarding the matters contained in this declaration. This 

dcchntion is based upon my actual knowledge. 

2. I was award by King County a license to drive a wheelchair accessible 

cab in March 2011. A copy of the award letter is attached to the motion for summary 

jud~ent and labelled exhibit A. 

DECLARATION OF MOHAMUD 
SHARAWE 
Page1of2 

law Office of Joseph l. Rockne, PLLC 
2400 ~ 80"' St., PMB #119 

Seattle. WA 98117 
(206)297 -1122 
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3. After J was awarded the license, I purchased an appropriate vc:hiclc and 

all lhe equipment necessary co opcratc a wheelchair acceS!'Iible cab. No one else 

contributed any money or anything else of value toward this. 

4. Two and a holf years after getting the license, I received a Jetter from an 

attorney representing Fantahun Amare. According to the letteT, Mr. Amare and were 

partners in the taxi cab. Prior to receiving this lcner, I had never heard of Mr. Amare. 

He and I bad never mel, talked or communicated. 

5. Mr. Amare filed a la'lo\o'SUit against me. I met him. for the first time, at his 

deposition. 

6. I never intended to form a partnership with Mr. Amare. 

7. Mr. Amare provided nothing of value or benefit to me. I paid all of the 

expenses associated with operating the taxi. 

8. I never spoke to Mr. Alnale. l never told him anything. I never made any 

representations to him thnt he could rely on: I never spoke to him. 

Dated this 2~ day of December at Seattle, Washington. 

iii -"( Mo lid Sharawe 

CP233 EXHIBIT 12-2 
:CLARA TION OF MOHAMUD 
lARA WE 
ge 2 of2 

Law Office of Joseph L. Rockne, PLL( 
2400 tNI/ 8Qih St., PMB #119 

Seattle, WA 98117 
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EXHIBIT A 

f. DtlverNIIM 

1 Omar Abdullah1 Huaaatn 
2 Mu8tafa Fooe Ges 
3 Amin Ahmed Shlow 
4 Ahmed Nur lbnshirn 
5 Abdullah! Shelch Dahir 

~------
6 Mohamed Mohamud Safe 
7 AJj Mohanvned Adam 

8 Muhummad • ....., Aden 

9 Sharnsudln Hersi Mousa 

10 Abdideq Mohamoud Flin 
11 Ali Osman Abdi 

12 Mohamed Aden Mohamud 
13 Gerti Abdirahman AI 
14 Mohamud Wasuge Sharawe 
15 Mohd E;az Khan 

(Revised by Addendum 8) RFP 103&-10RLD 
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Primary Driver Group Sheet 

Data tJI Blrtlt For-HIN Number 

11120164 10157 
12/17192 10280 

06125f70 9858 
01101n6 11652 
01101na 12472 
01101no 12649 
08114166 10557 

07104155 12027 
01101n2 10759 
04123178 12365 
02125184 11244 

01101/SO 12272 
01101173 11072 _,_ -.- ··-···· 

01101154 '12734 
09101.e2 8707 
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limited liability Company 
See attached detailed instructions 
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0 Expedited Service $20.00 I UBI Number: {;(}$( -~30- ~g-q 
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Chapter 25.15 RCNY '1 

SECTION 1 

NAME OF UMITED LIABILITY COMPANY: (as currently recorded with the Office of the Secretary of State) 

I.VASHi"'f?TOM ifCcE;SS-foLE T-A-XtS LL~. 

SECTION2 

ORIGINAL DATE FOR CERTIFICATE OF FORMATION: 9/3 I &t)O(;. 
. . .. ,.. . . I . • 

SECTION 3 

.J 
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SECTIONS 

LLC- Dissolution Washington Secma!y of State Revised OS/! 0 . 
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August 1, 2016 

Fentahun Amare 
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PO Box28301 
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Joseph Lars Rockne 
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joseph@rocknelaw.com 
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Fentahun Amare, App. v. Mohamud Sharawe and WA Accessible Transportation L.L.C., Res. 
King County, Cause No. 13-2-32479-2 SEA 

Counsel: 

Enclosed is a copy of the opinion filed in the above-referenced appeal which states in part: 

"Affirmed." 

Counsel may file a motion for reconsideration within 20 days of filing this opinion pursuant to RAP 
12.4(b). If counsel does not wish to file a motion for reconsideration but does wish to seek review by 
the Supreme Court, RAP 13.4(a} provides that if no motion for reconsideration is made, a petition for 
review must be filed In this court within 30 days. The Supreme Court has determined "that a filing fee of 
$200 is required. -.• .. 

In accordance with RAP 14.4(a), a claim for costs by the prevailing party must be supported by a cost 
bill filed and served within ten days after the filing of this opinion, or claim for costs will be deemed 
waived. 

Should counsel desire the opinion to be published by the Reporter of Decisions, a motion to publish 
should be served and filed within 20 days of the date of filing the opinion, as provided by RAP 12.3 (e). 
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¢7!f~ 
Richard D. Johnson 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

FENTAHUN AMARE, ) 
) 

Appellant, ) 
) 

v. ) 
MOHAMUD SHARAWE AND JANE ) 
DOE SHARAWE, individually and their ) 
Marital community, and WASHI.NGTON ) 
ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORTATION, ) 
LLC, (dlb/a W.A.T.), a WASHINGTON, ) 
corporation, ) 

) 
Respondents. ) 

No. 73515-2-1 

DIVISION ONE 

UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

FILED: August 1, 2016 

SPEARMAN, J. -Appellant Fentahun Amare appeals prose from a 

summary judgment order dismisstng his claims against respondents Mohamud 

Shaware and Washington Accessible Transportation, LLC. Because Amare fails 

to demonstrate a genuine issue of material fact, we affirm. 

FACTS 

Appellant Fentahun Amare, acting pro se, brought claims against 

respondents Mohamud Shaware and Washington Accessible rransportation, 

LLC, for violation of ch. 25~05 RCW, the Revised Uniform Partnership Act (UPA), 

unjust enrichment, breach of contract, fraud, misrepresentation, and negligent 

misrepresentation. From the record on appeal, we discern the following facts. 

On July 3, 2006, appellant Fentahun Amara, Camel M. Sellam, and 

Respondent Omar A. Hussein established a company named Washington 
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Accessible Taxis, LLC {Taxi). The company served to provide wheelchair 

accessible taxi transportation services. 

Taxi hired Mohamed Mohamud as an employee, during which time he 

worked as a contract manager but not as a member of Taxi. On April23, 2010, 

Mohamud established his own company known as Washington Accessible 

Transportation LLC (Transportation).1 

Taxi had a contract-to provide-services-to King -County (County} and the 

City of Seattle (City) through a pilot project that ran from 2006 to 2010. After the 

completion of the pilot program in 2010, the County sent out a request for 

proposals for other companies to submit bids to provide wheelchair accessible 

taxi services. 

On June 30,2010, one of Taxi's members, Amin Bounani, dissolved Taxi. 

It did not apply for the contract. Another former member of Taxi, Hussein 

submitted a proposal under his similarly named company, Washington 

Accessible Taxi Associates, LLC, (Associates). According to Amare, Hussein 

offered him a share in 'the new company, but later told him that he had given 

Amare's- share1o respondent Mohamud W. Shaware. The record cont-ains- a 

declaration signed by two individual members of Associates, explaining that they 

invited Shaware to replace Amare as a member of Associates and that he 

agreed to "be a co-owner of yellow cab #543" with Amare if Associates won the 

1 All of the companies mentioned used the acronym, "WAT, • to refer to themselves. Br. of 
Appellant at 6-7. King County also used the acronym, abbreviating "Wheelchair-Accessible 
Taxicab" to refer its taxicab licenses. Clerk's Papers (CP) at 163-67. · 
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contract.2 Clerk's Papers at 149-150. Shaware further agreed to purchase the 

vehicle and bear all related expenses. Am are was urequired" to pay for the 

computer, camera, dispatch radio and a taxi meter.3 12.. According to the 

declaration, Associates was awarded the contracts with the City and County in 

April 2011 . .!2.:. The declaration states that Shaware claimed the license for 

himself and pocketed the proceeds from the cab. ld. 

Shaware received a license to provide wheelchair taxi services to King 

County in March of 2011. He purchased a vehicle and equipment and had been 

operating the taxi service for over two years when Am are filed this action against 

him and Transportation. The trial court granted both defendants' motions for 

summary judgment. Amare's motion to vacate the order dismissing his claims 

and for reconsideration was denied. He appeals. 

DISCUSSION 

Amare assigns error to the trial court's failures to declare unlawful and 

illegal actions taken by Shaware and by Amare's former associates." As to 

2 The declaration was signed by Elias Shifow and OmarA. Hussein. A space for a 
signature by Tadesse Asefa also appeared without a signature. We note that Hussein later 
recanted the declaration indicating that he signed it under pressure from Amare. 

3 We note that Amare nowhere alleges that he fuffilled his purported obligations under the 
alleged agreement. 

4 Four of Amare's five assignments of error pertain to the trial court's "faH[ure] to rule" that 
the actions of Amin Bouanani, Mohamed Mohamud, Omar Hussein, and Christopher Van Dyk, 
were illegal and unlawful. But Amare did not bring claims against these persons; none of them 
are named as parties to this lawsuit, nor is there evidence in the record that they were ever added 
or served With a summons and complaint Proper service of a st.~mmons and complaint is 
essential to invoke personal jurisdiction over a party. Allstate Ins. Co. v. Khanj, 75 Wn. App. 317, 
324, 877 P.2d 724 (1994). Accordingly we do not consider these clf!ims of error. In addition, 
because Amare fails to assign error or make any argument regarding the trial court's dismissal of 
his claims against Transportation, we do not consider his appeal of that order. 

3 
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Shaware, he specifically claims the "court erred by failing to rule that ... Shaware, 

... falsified declaration and testimony under oath that he obtained license directly 

from the City and County[.]" Br. of Appellant at 4. He does not specifically assign 

error to the trial court order granting summary judgment dismissing his claims for 

violation of the Uniform Partnership Act, unjust enrichment, breach of contract, 

fraud, misrepresentation and negligent misrepresentation. Nor does he indicate 

with any specifiCity that disputed issues-of material fact exist as to each efement 

of his various claims. Nonetheless, for purposes of this appeal, we presume the 

assignment of error challenges the trial court's order granting Shaware's motion 

for summary judgment. 

We review summary judgment orders de novo. Lunsford v. Saberhagen 

Holdings, Inc., 166 Wn.2d 264,270,208 P.3d 1092 (2009). We consider facts 

and reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. 

McNabb v. Dep't of Corrs .. 163 Wn.2d 393, 397, 180 P.3d 1257 (2008). 

Summary judgment is appropriate only if "the P!eadings, depositions, answers to 

interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show 

that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the movi-ng party is 

entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." CR 56(c). 

Once the moving party meets its initial burden to show that there is no 

genuine issue as to any material fact, the nonmoving party must set forth specific 

facts rebutting the moving party's contentions and disclosing that a genuine issue 

as to a material fact exists. Seven Gables Corp. v. MGM/UA Entm't Co., 106 

4 
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Wn.2d 1, 13, 721 P.2d 1 (1986). Statements of ultimate facts, conclusions of fact, 

or conclusory statements of fact are insufficient to overcome a summary 

judgment motion. Grimwood v. Univ. of PugetSound. Inc., 110 Wn.2d 355, 359-

60, 753 P.2d 517 {1988). 

To the extent Amare assigns error to the.trial court's failure to find that 

Sharawe committed fraud and .fraudulent and/or negligent misrepresentation 

when he represented that he obtained his taxi license "directly from the City and 

County," the claim is without merit.5 Brief of Appellant at 4. Amare does not 

explain how Sharawe intended him to rely on this alleged misrepresentation, or 

how he, in fact, did so. Thus, he cannot show thatthere exists a material issue of 

fact sufficient to defeat summary judgment on these claims. In addition, the 

5rhe elements of fraud Include: (1) representation of an existing fact; (2) materiality; (3) 
falsity; (4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) intent of the speaker that it should be acted 
on by the plaintiff; (6) plaintiffs ignorance of its falsity; (7) plaintiffs reliance upon the truth of the 
representation; (8) plaintiffs right to rely upon it; and (9) da·mages suffered by the plaintiff. ~ 
v. Block, 130 Wn.2d 486,505, 925 P.2d 194 (1996) (citing Hofferv. State, 110 Wn.2d 415,425, 
755 P.2d 781 adhered to on reconsideration (1989). 

To establish fraudulent misrepresentation, a plaintiff must prove nine elements (1) a 
representation of an existing fact; (2) the materiality of the representation; (3) the falsity of the 
representation; (4) the speaker's knowledge of the falsity of the representation or ignorance of its 
truth; (5) the speaker's intent that. the listener rely on the false representation; {6) the listener's 
ignorance of its falsity, (7) the listener's reliance on the false representation, (8} the listener's right 
to rely on the representation, and (9) damage from reliance on the false representation. Baertschi 
v. Jordan, 68 Wn.2d 478,482, 413 P.2d 657 {1966) (citing Swanson v. §olomon, 50 Wn.2d 825, 
314 P.2d 655 (1957)). 

A plaintiff claiming negligent misrepresentation must prove by clear., cogent, and 
convincing evidence that ( 1) the defendant supplied information for the guidance of others in their 
business transactions that was false, (2) the defendant knew or should have known that the 
information was supplied to guide the plaintiff in his business transactions, {3) the defendant was 
negligent in obtaining or communicating the false Information, (4) the plaintiff relied on the false 
information, (5) the plaintiffs reliance was reasonable, and (6), the false information proximately 
caused the plaintiff damages. laWYers Title Ins. Coro. v. Baik, 147 Wn.2d 536, 545, 55 P.3d 619 
(2002) (citing ESCA Core. v. KPMG Peat Marwick, 135 Wn.2d 820, 826, 959 P.2d 651 (1998)). 
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record before us is devoid of evidence that Shaware made any representat=ns 

at all directly to Amare, let alone one that was knowingly false, material, and 

made with the intent to have Amare rely upon it to his detriment. Sharawe's 

declaration asserts that prior to commencement of this litigation he had no 

interaction at all with Amare. CP at 77·78. Amare does not dispute this as he 

conceded in response to interrogatories that he has "not communicated directly 

in writing or orally with Defendant Mohamud Sharawe." CP at 76. 

Similarly, Amare has failed to establish an issue of fact as to the elements 

of a claim against Sharawe for violation of the UPA, breach of contract, or unjust 

enrichment.6 Even viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to Amare, at 

most, it shows only an agreement between Sharawe and Associates but not 

between Shaware and Amare. Nor is there evidence that either Shaware or 

Amare engaged il} any conduct -indicating that they intended to carry on as ca. 

owners~ Thus, the trial court properly dismissed Amare's contract and UPA 

6 To establish a partnership Amare bears the burden of proving that he and Shaware 
"carrfied) on as co-owners a business for profit[.]" RCW 25.05.055(1). "Whether evidenced by an 
express agreement between-the-parties or implied from the surrounding circumstances, '(t}he 
existence of a partnership depends upon the intention of the parties.'" Kintz v. Read, 28 Wn. App. 
731, 734,626 P.2d 52 (1981) (quoting In re E;tate of Thornton, 81 Wn.2d 72, 79,499 P.2d 864 
(1992}). To establish a breach of contract clSim, Amai'e must first establish its existence. ~ 
and Gates. P.L.L.C. v. Zapel, 121 Wn. App. 444, 90 P.3d 703 {2004}. The essential elements of a 
contract are ''the subject matter of the contract, the parties, the promise, the terms and conditions, 
and (in some but not all jurisdictions) the price or consideration: ld. at 448-49 (quoting Holly 
Mountaio Resources v. Bogle and Gates, P.LLC .. 108 Wn. App. 557, 560, 32 P.3d 1002 (2001)). 
To establish an unjust enrichment claim, Amare must show "[a) benefit conferred upon the 
defendant by the plaintiff; an appreCiation or knowledge by the defendant of the benefit; and the 
acceptance or retention by the defendant of the benefit under such circumstances as to make it 
inequitable for the defendant to retain the benefit without the payment of its value, • Bailie 
Commc'ns. Ltd. v. Trend Bus. Sys., Inc., 61 Wn. App. 151, 160, 810 P.2d 12 (1991) (citing 
Everhart v. Miles, 47 Md. App. 131, 136, 422 A2d 28 (1980). 
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claims. And because there is no evidence that Amare conferred any benefrt on 

Shaware, his unjust enrichment claim also fails. We conclude the trial court did 

not err in granting summary judgment to Transportation and Shaware. 

Affirmed. 

WE CONCUR: 
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